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				Welcome to Rhymes.com!

			
			
				
					Rhymes.com  is an unparalleled rhyming reference tool that comprises an extensive assortment of rhyming options for virtually any word, collaboratively compiled by our vibrant community of contributing editors.

				

				
					Use our database of rhyming words to discover rhymes for any written compositions, poetry, or lyrics — Your search results will be categorized by syllables, and they can be pronounced using various pronunciations, and translated into multiple languages.
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					What rhymes or sounds like the word
Rhyme?

        				
											
							

    						
            					
        							


        						

        					

								
	noun.

correspondence in the sounds of two or more lines (especially final sounds)

							more definitions for rhyme »

						

										
					1 Syllablechime · chyme · clime · crime · dime · dyme · grime · haim · heim · hime · i'm · kime · lime · lyme · mime · nime · prime · rime · sime · slime · thime · thyme · time


2 Syllablesbedtime · begrime · berhyme · birdlime · daytime · denime · downtime · enzyme · full time · halftime · nighttime · on time · part-time · pastime · springtime · sublime · wartime


3 Syllablesanticrime · anytime · harvesttime · lifetime · maritime · onetime · out of time · overtime · pantomime · paradigm · sometime · summertime · wintertime


5 Syllableseastern standard time · western standard time


8 SyllablesI really haven't got the time


10 SyllablesI made a batch of awesome slime


				

				
								 Most common words emphasized in bold.



								
								
				
	 English
	 Français
	 Español

				
				
					
						Translation

						Find a translation for Rhyme in other languages:

					
					
						
							Select another language: 


							
									- Select -
	 简体中文 (Chinese - Simplified)
	 繁體中文 (Chinese - Traditional)
	 Español (Spanish)
	 Esperanto (Esperanto)
	 日本語 (Japanese)
	 Português (Portuguese)
	 Deutsch (German)
	 العربية (Arabic)
	 Français (French)
	 Русский (Russian)
	 ಕನ್ನಡ (Kannada)
	 한국어 (Korean)
	 עברית (Hebrew)
	 Gaeilge (Irish)
	 Українська (Ukrainian)
	 اردو (Urdu)
	 Magyar (Hungarian)
	 मानक हिन्दी (Hindi)
	 Indonesia (Indonesian)
	 Italiano (Italian)
	 தமிழ் (Tamil)
	 Türkçe (Turkish)
	 తెలుగు (Telugu)
	 ภาษาไทย (Thai)
	 Tiếng Việt (Vietnamese)
	 Čeština (Czech)
	 Polski (Polish)
	 Bahasa Indonesia (Indonesian)
	 Românește (Romanian)
	 Nederlands (Dutch)
	 Ελληνικά (Greek)
	 Latinum (Latin)
	 Svenska (Swedish)
	 Dansk (Danish)
	 Suomi (Finnish)
	 فارسی (Persian)
	 ייִדיש (Yiddish)
	 հայերեն (Armenian)
	 Norsk (Norwegian)
	 English (English)



							

						

					

				
				
											
					
						
							Popularity rank by frequency of use

							How popular is Rhyme among other words?

						
						
							Rhyme#10000#20531#100000


						

					
					
								
				
					
						Word Cloud

						A graphical representation of the words that rhyme with Rhyme.

					
					
						

					

				
				
								
				
												
					
            				
        						3/1,089 songs found
            					
            						            						see 1,086 more »
            						            					
        					

                        	He Was There All the Time by Barbara Fairchild

Now that I have the answer My life is just starting to rhyme
Sharing each new day with Him Is a cup of fresh wine
And oh what I missed, He's been waiting right there all the time



	A Cover Is Not the Book by Lin-Manuel Miranda, Joel Dawson, Emily Blunt, Pixie Davies, Nathanael Saleh

Once upon a time
In a nursery rhyme



	Corner of the Sky [Pippin] by Lee Lessack

Everything has its time
Show me a reason
And I'll soon show you a rhyme




                    

					
												
					
            				
        						3/620 poems found
            					
            						            						see 617 more »
            						            					
        					

                    	Ode To A Nightingale by John Keats

Darkling I listen; and for many a time
I have been half in love with easeful Death,
Called him soft names in many a mused rhyme,



	Shakespeare by Vachel Lindsay

Visible emperor of the deeds of Time,
With Justice still the genius of his rhyme,



	The barren music of a word or phrase, by Christopher Morley

The human cadence and the subtle chime
Of little laughters, home and child and wife,
He knew not. Artist merely in his rhyme,




                    

					
										
					
            				
            					How to say Rhyme in sign language?
            					
            						
            					
            				

                        	



                    

                    
                                        
            				
            					How to pronounce Rhyme?
            					
            				

                        	
AlexUS English




DavidUS English




MarkUS English




DanielBritish




LibbyBritish




MiaBritish




KarenAustralian




HayleyAustralian




NatashaAustralian




VeenaIndian




PriyaIndian




NeerjaIndian




ZiraUS English




OliverBritish




WendyBritish




FredUS English




TessaSouth African
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    	[image: courtneye]

courtneye
Rhymes.com has been an invaluable resource for me as a songwriter. Whether I'm seeking inspiration or fine-tuning a lyric, their extensive database of rhymes never fails to deliver. The user-friendly interface and precise search functionality make it effortless to find the perfect match for any word. Thanks to Rhymes.com, my creativity knows no bounds! more »

LikeReply5 days ago
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2023
Cool

LikeReply 111 months ago



	[image: josephw.67644]

josephw.67644
What rhymes with alfalfa?

LikeReply 12 years ago
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acronimous
https://www.rhymes.com/rhyme/alfalfa

LikeReply 22 years ago
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maryr.05460
What word rhymes with mirror?

LikeReply3 years ago



	[image: arakinator_3]

arakinator_3
what rhymes with month???

LikeReply 53 years ago


	[image: rinat]

rinat
Please see at:
https://www.rhymes.net/rhyme/month

LikeReply 33 years ago





	[image: lucaslynsie5]

lucaslynsie5
Yo I made a song with this...

LikeReply 53 years ago



	[image: Rauls Savelis]

Rauls Savelis
Dog,Gun,Fog,Lol

LikeReply 23 years ago



	[image: John Wilson]

John Wilson
Somebody everybody nobody

LikeReply 44 years ago



	[image: Lars Isaksson]

Lars Isaksson
Day

LikeReply 24 years ago
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STANDS4
Plenty rhymes for DAY here: https://www.rhymes.net/rhyme/day

LikeReply 34 years ago
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STANDS4
There you go: https://www.rhymes.net/rhyme/day

LikeReply 34 years ago





	[image: John Aung]

John Aung
Dog

LikeReply 44 years ago
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STANDS4
Here: https://www.rhymes.net/rhyme/dog

LikeReply 34 years ago





	[image: Donald Owen]

Donald Owen
I have belonged to a writers group within a community (of 55 + folks) in Tucson for six years. Last week one man mentioned that there are beacoup websites that specialize in lists of words that rhyme. DUH! That was a B. G. O. for me...a Blinding Glimpse of the Obvious! I have already had two books of limericks published. The first was in 2016. It's content is 100% clean...but funny as hell...not the least bit boring! it contains more than 650 five liners.

The second book, published in 2018, is not clean. The title says it all, to wit: "Nothing But Naughty and Bawdy Limericks"...subtitled: "Indecent, Bordering on Obscene"... Some folks have suggested some of my five-liners have already crossed at least one border!

I used your publication today (5/23/19) looking for a word to rhyme with "pointer". I noticed you invite words that you have not yet captured. How about "annointer"? ..."disappointer"?..."jointer"? more »

LikeReply 74 years ago
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STANDS4
Dear Donald, thanks for your lovely feedback -- it's good to have you here! Rhymes.net is open for editors contribution, you may start here: https://www.rhymes.net/signup.php

LikeReply 14 years ago
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Crystal Lauzon
Super interested Donald. What are these books called?

LikeReply 24 years ago





	[image: Pamela Ondicho]

Pamela Ondicho
How can I form a song?

LikeReply 35 years ago


	[image: Karl Kime]

Karl Kime
One doesn't "form" a song.  Songs are "written" or "composed."

LikeReply 24 years ago



	[image: Beeble Berry]

Beeble Berry
Karl Kime, if you understand what she means, what's wrong with the question?

LikeReply 114 years ago





	[image: Ahmed Baig]

Ahmed Baig
How I can locate some English ryhms books on Internet? baig

LikeReply 25 years ago
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STANDS4
There are plenty here: https://www.amazon.com/slp/rhyming-books/5kbs9aqkpsf9qgn

LikeReply 14 years ago





	[image: Anthony Higgins]

Anthony Higgins
Facinating this poetry.

LikeReply 15 years ago
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Boom Boom
what rhymes with fear?

LikeReply5 years ago
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Ryan Bedford
Keep guessing you'll get near :)

LikeReply 45 years ago
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STANDS4
Here: https://www.rhymes.net/rhyme/fear ;-)

LikeReply 15 years ago
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STANDS4
Ryan Bedford LOL

LikeReply5 years ago
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Ryan Bedford
STANDS4 XD

LikeReply5 years ago



	[image: Ryan Bedford]

Ryan Bedford
Keep thinking you'll get near just don't get towards peoples sharp spiers, don't listen to those bad peers, It's me your overseer. Bloaw, how? Keep guessing, keep thinking.. critical thinking is important kids. I may not be good at tis rhyimng stuff, but I can sure as hell tell you well that "Hey, my name is not important right now, but how?" You're most likley confused my words over used abused. Much  as I get amused, you sit there feeling dizzy "What's up with you dude?" I'm really not trying to be rude, Not into the itrudsion I make illusions collisons over visioon he creates life better than a share ass blade called a knife. Look at me, Don't you see? People use songs to express their inner demons.  Content consealed not for the public. I lost my rhymes through those times you trying to grime. It just goes through me frustraation not being able to think of a lyrics its pethatic a lot of peoples lives are hectic. I wanna help but then What can i really do? Boo ho I failed. I got it sent through the mail. You still may be like wgo? Just who? Like I said my names not important right now. Just, Just.. Just

Keep thinking you'll get near just don't get towards peoples sharp spiers, Peer preasure is one thing but being forced is a reason of divorce. Listen I know what I'm talking about im not saying this in a shout. 

I just made this random thing to rhyme I like rhyiming more »

LikeReply 35 years ago
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Salvatore Serio
Ryan Bedford 

Good one, Fezzik

LikeReply 25 years ago
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Tang Stephanie
Ryan Bedford nice. Nice. NICE

LikeReply 15 years ago
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fixit_f
spears not spiers

LikeReply8 months ago





	[image: Jasleen Cour]

Jasleen Cour
What rhymes with b*tch

LikeReply5 years ago


	[image: John R Goldsmith]

John R Goldsmith
itch, rich, ditch, stitch, hitch, witch, Mitch, niche, pitch,

LikeReply 25 years ago
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Owoeye Banji
snitch

LikeReply 35 years ago
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Zander Adkins
going down the back road 
hitting every puddle 
oops hit a toad
girls down here just like to cuddle 

What do yall thiink im making a song?

LikeReply 16 years ago
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Zander Adkins
im on time 
i dont play with the slime
im in my prime 
thats a steep incline

LikeReply 26 years ago


	[image: Jacquelyn Wells]

Jacquelyn Wells
My Suggestion/ remake of the unmade: 
I don't play with slime 
Oops I hit a toad!
That's a steep incline 
Going down the back road!
Hitting every puddle
The girls up here, they like to cuddle!
Im on my time and in my prime 
But you can see me on primetime more »

LikeReply 25 years ago
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Angie Jones
Jacquelyn Wells BOOM!!! Love it

LikeReply 14 years ago
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Nadia Malik
what ryhmes with looser? cause im doing and epic rap battle

LikeReply 16 years ago
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STANDS4
Producer... and more here: https://www.rhymes.net/rhyme/Looser

LikeReply6 years ago
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Nellie Segars
Snooser, browser, chooser 

LikeReply 15 years ago
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Lillian McGee
What rhymes with gently?

LikeReply 16 years ago
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STANDS4
bentley, evidently... and some more here:
https://www.rhymes.net/rhyme/gently

LikeReply 16 years ago
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Bindu Ritchil
Which set of four words do not all rhyme with each other:
1.	 peak / pique / peek / leak
2.	 sensor / censer / fencer / censor
3.	 weigh / way / weary / whey
4.	 right / wright / write / rite

LikeReply 16 years ago
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STANDS4
weigh / way / weary / whey ?

LikeReply 16 years ago
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Christopher Arias
nice

LikeReply 26 years ago
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STANDS4
Thank you Crhistopher!

LikeReply6 years ago
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David Ben
This is a really cool resource -- thanks guys!

LikeReply 26 years ago
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STANDS4
You're mostly welcome, Shilo!

LikeReply 16 years ago
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Damaris Jimenez
Peo ple

LikeReply9 years ago
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Pat-a-cake, pat-a-cake, baker's man
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A farmer went trotting upon his grey mare
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Little polly flinders
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See, Saw, Margery Daw
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As I was going up Pippen-hill
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